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Ode To MethOde To Meth

    By: Artability Artist Lori Allakhverdiyev
Poetry



When I See a ButterflyWhen I See a Butterfly

  By: Artability Artist Elizabeth Bourke
Poetry

When I see a butterfly I see my mother watching over me. I saw the other day it was flying around

then almost flew right in my face. It was a pretty like gold brown color and black. I knew she was

watching me. I knew she knew I’ve been struggling. Butterflies to me mean someone is watching

ove you a loved one who has passed away and gone to heaven. They bring good luck. They mean

positive things are coming our way. I belive in the beautiful creatures that fly around. They are so

beautiful and comforting to see. They come in all colors and sizes. They start out as caterpillars

and turn into wonderful beautiful batteries. So remember next time you see a butterfly and

maybe you have lost a loved one or someone close that they are watching over you.



Anxiety Is Like a Black HoleAnxiety Is Like a Black Hole

  By: Artability Artist Elizabeth Bourke
Poetry



Oxford MS. Rowan Oak - Phone NumbersOxford MS. Rowan Oak - Phone Numbers

    By: Artability Artist Dr. Patrick ODoughtery
Non-fiction



  Art In The ParkArt In The Park

   By: Artability Artist Della Rootues
 Non-fiction

As an Artist, being invited by Urban Strategies, Inc. to facilitate Art in the Park Events have been an honor and blessings, it gave

me/ Della’s Art’s Real Touch courage to come outside and share my talents, essence of healing and creative being again. This

experience was not only fun, but it was also very soothing and comforting. It was an opportunity for participants in our diverse

community to take a risk in coming outside and do something different; their feedback was very positive, and they requested

more activities like these inside too. Thus, art was a proven success again for me and others, with this time well spent in investing

in creativity, safety, our community, and wellness. 

We were outside, and the sun was shining brighter and hotter than usual, 97 degrees, and climate warming was warming hearts

too; yet a special constant strong breeze blew around us comforting and kind of in a sense protected us from more than the

extreme heat. It felt like I was being embrace by a compassionate healing hug from nature and I loved it. 

Children were outside playing in the park, frolicking in the grass by the creek, and doing art in the park activities with me. 

Mothers were resting on park benches from strolling on the sidewalk path with their small children in strollers or children walking

or running around with joy and laughter. 

Several parents and other adult community residents and guests joined in the art in the park art activities, they conversed and

seemed so relaxed and free from trauma, drama, and stress for just a short time, they were lost in their creating masterpieces of

colors, emotions, and with peace of mind. 

We all were able to just breathe. 

There were no gun shots, no sirens, no screams, no profanity, no sense of fight or flight, no negative energy. It was an incredibly

good day! 

We inhaled peace and joy as we created brand new good and great memories with each reason to smile, kind word, eye contact,

and especially with each stroke of our pencils, markers, crayons, and pens. We exhaled fear of past experiences of being outside or

in places where unexpectant violence could erupt and fear of being hurt or having things taken away from us; like our peace of

mind, our health, things, and people that we care about or love, or our own lives. For a short while we did not worry about

anything, we did not fear anything, we did not have to defend ourselves from anything or anyone. 

We gracefully took in being in a safe environment, in a safe big open space outside surrounded by nature, surrounded by

familiarity of good times in our own community, and we were right across the street from our homes, outside in the park. In the

same park that we could only look at out of our window last year due to COVID-19. 

I was able to humbly lead by example, as I facilitated Art in The Park: “A Celebration of Self and Community through Art” on

August 19th event at Sumner/Heritage Park. I was able to share the significance and powerful ability of art as a mechanism of

healing and catalyst for positive changes. I shared a poem about my history as a proud resident of living in North Minneapolis for

more than 50 years, I also talked about elements of visual art for their projects focusing on “A Celebration of Self and Community

through Art”. Next time I will encourage participants to share more about their experiences, creative talents, and ideas for art

activities. 

Art has taught me how to live through challenges and to have joy and peace of mind in the midst of chaos of COVID-19,

community unrest and violence, and how to fight non-violent for world peace and equity. My paintbrushes, pens, pencils and

markers and my voice have been my weapons of mass hope and healing by passing on the passion and power of art to others in

their journey of life in North Minneapolis 2020-2022. Art helps me to be able to get up, get ready, stay woke, smile, communicate

effectively and inspire others to overcome adversity. 

Art matters! 



  The Past Has PassedThe Past Has Passed

   By: Artability Artist Della Rootues
Poetry

Finally, most of the worst effects of my past has passed away.

Bad memories and nightmares are less and not as disturbing.

Guilt and grief of my past mistakes are fading and faint. 

Paranoia of anticipated abuse is diminishing. 

Stress and worries of past, present, and future are manageable, not crippling.

My mind was full and had to make space for newness, so it threw away a lot of

negativity, anger, depression, and weaknesses. 

Memory loss has a lot to do with this epiphany.

Chains and shackles are broken, freeing my mind, body and spirit of oppression,

deficiencies, and self-destruction.

Wisdom has replaced pain and falsehoods in my life.

Truth has set me free; I can breathe and see light and beauty everywhere. 

I love to smile, laugh, sing and dance in the moment often.

God blesses me!



Writing Is My PassionWriting Is My Passion

   By: Artability Artist Enola Yvonne Edwards
Poetry



  I May Be Broken, Failed, Tired. I'm Closer Then I Was YesterdayI May Be Broken, Failed, Tired. I'm Closer Then I Was Yesterday

   By: Artability Artist Enola Yvonne Edwards
Poetry



Day DreamingDay Dreaming

  By: Artability Artist Tressa Rosen
Poetry

Do your dreams coat your mind? 

like oil?

Making everything you picture

slip through your fingers, like 

the fleeting relationship that you just discovered

impossible.

Or slip away like the silence trying to

surround you when meditating. 

Your mind always runs away with 

or without you.

And when the music of pop stars

sing to the neuron’s and serotine,

your thoughts bounce 

off the walls. 

The signature phrase 

for losing one’s own mind.

Your imagination takes no breaks.

You need to cut its connections.

Take your mind on an extended walk.

Dip it in a lake to wash off the polka dots. 

Popping up, as your nerves run clown like,

though the circus of your brain.

Attaching themselves to the endings,  

setting your memory askew.



    DirectorDirector

  By: Artability Artist Tressa Rosen
Poetry

My journey is never ending,

like the movie too long for its script.

Make a decision in life even though it leaves you hanging off a cliff.

Because sometimes…… 

With just a sip of fine wine and a crumb off a glorious pie.

You’ll find it’s all a part of the bigger plan

As your life stands waiting, 

like the actor poised for the director to yell, Action!

Action to take control of your life, star in it, let it run on in on.

Hitting replay and fast forward, as often as you like. 



A letter to my nieces and nephewsA letter to my nieces and nephews

   By: Artability Artist Glenn Wm. Wymore
Non-fiction

To my nieces and nephews about Love,

Or Things I wish I knew long ago...

See, the first, and most difficult, trick is understanding no one does or ever can complete you, or

make you happy.

You're complete as you are. It's absolutely true. I know how much some days you feel empty.

That something is missing. But, nothing is missing at all!

The ideal person compliments you and you them. You are responsible for your emotions and

reactions. No one else. Another hard lesson to learn. And, again, trust me. Once you accept that

and learn how to implement it in your life, you will feel a sense of freedom like you never have

before

There will be days, quite a few to be honest, you don't feel that happy with that person in some

way for some reason. But, that's how it goes. Feelings come and go. Love doesn't. But, you don't

give up. Take time and space, but don't quit! Ever, unless it becomes necessary for your health.

Love isn't difficult. It just is. Like water is wet, or the sun is bright. It doesn't grow or fade, but you

do discover new dimensions and dynamics of it. And, that is Magical and Precious!

There's something amazing and mystical with the right one. Rational Insanity.

Unconditional Love.

No expectations or obligations.

You love and accept them as they are, exactly as they are. Perceived flaws and all. You want

them to change for themselves. To grow and evolve.

You want them to be happy, healthy, safe, and successful. Even if it's not with you.

That is what I believe Love truly is to me.

 

 



Two years onTwo years on  

   By: Artability Artist Glenn Wm. Wymore
Poetry

Sometimes people say I act the fool,

I know that I absolutely do,

Especially when I get that

Soft, beguiling look from you.

But maybe it's not just an addled, mad act

Dancing around with bells on my toes

Singing off key to a wayward falling star,

I may be a strange boy, but that's how it goes.

I never thought I'd ever want to buy a princess

A sparkling painted  iron pony with two wheels.

Laughing as I hold her close into a polka dot sunset.

But these are the crazy cards God decided to deal.

With 9 fingers I still have a winning hand.

The richest pauper in a crumbling land.

A magician with a rabbit who likes to tell dirty jokes.

Yes, I'm the enchanted king among jaded, bawdy blokes

Sometimes, people say I act the fool.

No question at all, I absolutely do.

Especially when I hear my sweet bird

Sing like a sunrise, “I love you.....”
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